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(54) CONNECTOR FOR ATTACHING A PEDAL FOR AN ELECTROPHONIC INSTRUMENT TO A 
PEDAL BOARD

(57) Connector for attaching a control pedal for an
electrophonic instrument to a pedal board support, which
comprises at least one plate having at least one connec-

tion hole to the control pedal and at least one connection
hole to the pedal board, the connection hole to the pedal
board being an elongate hole.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a connector for
attaching control pedals to pedal board supports, to the
use of said connector for fitting control pedals to pedal
board supports, to a unit or kit for fitting a pedal which
comprises said connector and to an adjustable pedal at-
tachment unit which also comprises said connector. The
connectors according to the present invention are also
generally known as adaptors.
[0002] Control pedals are used to control or adjust the
so-called electrical musical instruments or electrophonic
instruments. The pedals can be actuated by hand or by
foot, hence the name.
[0003] The pedals are usually positioned on pedal
board supports, also known as pedal boards.
[0004] Patent documents PCT WO2014/114833A1
and WO2015/193526A1 disclose pedal board supports
which comprise a board provided on the upper face there-
of with multiple parallel grooves. Connectors for the ped-
als or control devices are coupled along the grooves. The
pedals or control devices are in turn fixed or attached by
two connectors.
[0005] Document WO2014/114833A1 discloses a
connector which comprises a metal sheet folded at 90º
which has a single elongate hole for attaching the support
to each of the grooves. The portion of the metal sheet
that is folded perpendicularly to the support makes con-
tact with a side wall of the pedal that is to be connected.
At least two connectors are required to connect the pedal
and there is a risk that the pedal may slide.
[0006] Document WO2015/193526A1 discloses a
connector that is made up of a metal sheet folded at 90º
which comprises two circular holes, one for attaching the
support to the pedal board and the other for receiving a
suction pad for attaching to a side wall of the pedal. Said
connector overcomes the aforesaid problem of the pedal
sliding, but makes the positioning of the pedal rather more
difficult, in particular, if there is a need to reposition said
pedal in order to slightly correct the position thereof.
[0007] An object of the present invention is to disclose
a support which overcomes the aforementioned prob-
lems of the prior art, disclosing means for attaching ped-
als to pedal boards of the above-mentioned type which
are reliable, easy to install and versatile, in the sense that
they are effective for different types of components.
[0008] More particularly, the present invention disclos-
es a connector for connecting a control pedal for electro-
phonic instruments to a pedal board support, which com-
prises a plate, preferably planar, having at least one con-
nection hole to the control pedal and at least one con-
nection hole to the pedal board, characterised in that the
connection hole to the pedal board is an elongate hole.
[0009] The present invention is based on a combina-
tion of factors which have synergic effects. The connec-
tion hole to the control pedal allows said pedal to be
screwed to the pedal, thus preventing sliding. The elon-
gate hole cooperates with the connection hole to the ped-

al allowing simultaneous screwing to the pedal and to
the pedal board and thus helps prevent sliding. Further-
more, the holes for the pedal and the grooves of the pedal
board would need to be compatible and positioned in
alignment. Moreover, the combination of an elongate
hole and screwing allows the position of the pedal in the
pedal board to be readjusted without having to repeat
the entire attachment process.
[0010] Preferably, the plate comprises a region for re-
ceiving the base of the pedal.
[0011] Thus, the pedal can be settled on the support,
making assembly in two phases easier (connection of
the connector to the pedal and subsequent connection
of the pedal and connector unit to the pedal board).
[0012] Preferably, the plate comprises a display win-
dow for viewing the chart of pedal characteristics and
instructions.
[0013] This characteristic allows, for example, the ped-
al to be sold together with the connector, already prein-
stalled.
[0014] It may also be advantageous for the connection
hole (or holes) to the pedal to be elongate holes.
[0015] Preferably, the connector comprises two re-
gions that project from the region for receiving the pedal,
each located at opposite ends of the connector, each
projecting region comprising an elongate hole of said
type for connection to the pedal board support.
[0016] Also preferably, the region for receiving the ped-
al has a generally rectangular or square region compris-
ing a connection hole to the pedal at each corner of the
four-cornered region.
[0017] The present invention also provides for the con-
nector to be made up of different parts. This may give
the connector according to the present invention great
versatility, as it can be applied to a wide range of pedals.
[0018] In a preferred embodiment, the connector com-
prises two of said plates, each plate having at least one
connection hole to the control pedal and at least one elon-
gate connection hole to the pedal board.
[0019] The present invention also comprises the use
of the connector according to the present invention for
attaching a control pedal for an electrophonic instrument
to a pedal board support, preferably a pedal board sup-
port which comprises a board provided on the upper face
thereof with multiple parallel grooves, the connector be-
ing attached to at least one of said grooves.
[0020] Given its versatility, the connector according to
the present invention may form part of different commer-
cial units or kits. In particular, the support may form part
of units which include a pedal board support, or which
can be sold together with pedals, either as a fitted part
or as an accessory that can be fitted.
[0021] More particularly, the present invention also dis-
closes a unit for fitting a pedal which comprises:

- a pedal board support, and
- at least one connector according to the present in-

vention.
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[0022] Preferably, the pedal board support comprises
a board provided on the upper face thereof with multiple
parallel grooves for receiving pedal attachment ele-
ments.
[0023] The present invention also discloses an adjust-
able pedal attachment unit, characterised in that it com-
prises:

- a pedal which comprises an outer casing having a
lower base, at least one hole for receiving a screw
for closing the casing being arranged on said base.

- a connector according to the present invention, the
connection hole of the connector to the control pedal
corresponding to the hole for receiving said screw,
such that when said hole for receiving said screw
and the connection hole to the control pedal coincide,
the elongate connection hole to the pedal board
projects from the body of the pedal.

[0024] Preferably, a screw passes simultaneously
through the hole for receiving the screw and the connec-
tion hole to the pedal, the support being attached to the
pedal.
[0025] More preferably, the elongate hole is arranged
parallel to the side of the pedal from which said hole
projects.
[0026] To aid understanding, explanatory yet non-lim-
iting drawings are included of embodiments of the subject
matter of the present invention.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a first embodiment of
a connector according to the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a view from above of the connector of the
first embodiment.

Fig. 3 is a view from below of the connector of the
first embodiment.

Fig. 4 is a perspective view from the lower region
thereof of a pedal with a second embodiment of a
connector according to the present invention.

Fig. 5 illustrates the process of attaching the pedal
and connector unit of the second embodiment to a
pedal board support having parallel grooves.

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a third embodiment of
a connector according to the present invention.

Fig. 7 is a view from above of the third embodiment
from Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 is a cross section along the plane VIII-VIII from
Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 is a perspective view of the lower region of a
pedal.

Fig. 10 shows the pedal from Fig. 9 on which said
fourth embodiment has been attached.

Fig. 11 is a perspective view from the upper region
thereof of the pedal and connector unit from Fig. 10.

Fig. 12 is a perspective view of a fifth embodiment
of a connector according to the present invention.

Fig. 13 is a perspective view from the lower region
thereof of a pedal to which the connector of a sixth
embodiment of the present invention has been at-
tached.

Fig. 1 to 3 show a first embodiment of a connector
according to the present invention.

[0027] The connector shown is made up of a substan-
tially planar plate -1- which comprises two groups of dif-
ferentiated holes. In this embodiment, the holes of each
group are aligned with one another. A first group com-
prises two elongate holes -12-, -13- for receiving a screw
for attachment to the pedal. A second group comprises
two elongate holes -11-, -14- for receiving a device for
attachment to a pedal board support (hereinafter referred
to as a pedal board). The elongate holes -11- and -14-
of the second group are each countersunk -111-, -141-
on the upper face, whereas the elongate holes -12, -13-
of the second group are each countersunk -121-, -131-
on the back face. This difference in position of the coun-
tersinking corresponds to the different direction of place-
ment of the screws for attachment to the pedal and of
the device or devices for attachment of the support to the
pedal board.
[0028] Fig. 4 shows a second embodiment of a con-
nector according to the present invention, already at-
tached to a pedal -100-. In this case, the connector com-
prises two plates -1-, -1’- which are identical to one an-
other. In this case, each plate -1-, -1’- has a single elon-
gate hole -11-, -11’- for the receiving the device for at-
tachment to the pedal board. Said elongate holes -11-,
-11’- extend over the entire length of the side of the pedal
-100-, such that it is possible to place more than one
attachment device through the same hole -11-, -11’-.
[0029] As can be seen in the figures, each plate -1-,
-1’- is attached to the pedal -100- by means of screws
-101-. Accordingly, the holes -12-, -13- are arranged so
as to coincide with the hole for the screws for closing the
casing of the pedal -100-. It can be seen that, in this
arrangement, each plate -1-, -1’- projects laterally from
the pedal -100-. The elongate holes -11-, -11’- for attach-
ment to the pedal board are located in the projecting por-
tion and are arranged parallel to the side walls from which
the plates -1-, -1’-project.
[0030] Fig. 5 shows the attachment of the unit from Fig.
4 to a pedal board -101- which has, on the upper face
thereof, multiple parallel grooves. The unit is attached by
means of an attachment device -102- through the elon-
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gate hole -11- for attachment to the pedal board -101-.
[0031] The attachment device -102- may be made up
of a bolt and a female device which receives the bolt (not
shown), for example, a nut, which can slide inside one
of the grooves of the pedal board -101-.
[0032] The female device may take other forms, such
as a part having a threaded hole, the geometry of which
restricts the rotation thereof inside the groove.
[0033] Fig. 6 to 8 show a third embodiment of a con-
nector according to the present invention. In this case,
the connector is made up of a plate -1- having a main
quadrangular region which has holes -16- at each corner
thereof for receiving screws for attachment to a pedal
that is not shown. The main region has projecting regions
-119-, -159- located on opposite sides of the connector.
Each projection has an elongate hole -11-, -15- for at-
tachment to a pedal board.
[0034] Each elongate hole -11-, -15- is located in a
recessed region -158-, -118- in order to make attachment
easier.
[0035] Fig. 9 and 10 illustrate the process of placing
the connector from Fig. 8 on a pedal using the screws
-165-which close the casing of the pedal.
[0036] To do this, the screws -165- that close the cas-
ing are removed, the connector is positioned so that the
corresponding holes of the casing and the connector co-
incide and the screws -165- are screwed back in, the
pedal and connector thus being connected to one anoth-
er.
[0037] Fig. 11 shows the pedal and connector unit
shown in Fig. 6 to 8 positioned so as to be fitted to the
pedal from Fig. 9 and 10.
[0038] As can be seen in the figures, the main region
receives the base of the pedal -100-. In this case, said
region completely covers the lower region of the pedal
-100-.
[0039] Fig. 12 shows a fourth embodiment of the con-
nector according to the present invention which is similar
to the third embodiment, but differs in that it has means
in the main region -8- thereof that can be seen through.
This is achieved by providing transparent material in said
region -8-, or by making a hole.
[0040] Fig. 13 shows a pedal and connector unit. The
connector is similar to that from Fig. 12, the difference
being the size of the window or hole -8-. The region -8-
in this case is a hole of which the dimensions match the
sticker that shows the characteristics of the pedal -100-
and that is placed beneath the window -8-. A connector
can thus be installed on a pedal -100- without losing vis-
ibility of the instructions for use (such as, for example,
warnings or the current adaptors required in each cir-
cumstance). This makes it easier, for example, to sell
units of pedal -100- and adaptor or adaptors, with the
adaptor already fitted.
[0041] It is therefore possible to sell adaptors accord-
ing to the present invention separately, either alone or
together with the corresponding devices for attachment
to a pedal board. It is also possible to sell pedal boards

together with suitable adaptors, or alternatively pedals
together with the corresponding adaptors.
[0042] The form of the adaptors may vary according
to the circumstances. The plate may be planar or of an-
other arrangement, although it is preferable for the holes
for attachment to the pedal and the holes for attachment
to the pedal board to be arranged in parallel planes, and
more preferably, in the same plane.
[0043] The adaptor according to the present invention
may also be made of different materials, such as plastics
materials, metal, etc.
[0044] Although the invention has been set out and
described with reference to embodiments thereof, it
should be understood that these do not limit the invention,
and that it is possible to alter many structural or other
details that may prove obvious to persons skilled in the
art after interpreting the subject matter disclosed in the
present description, claims and drawings. Therefore, the
scope of the present invention includes any variant or
equivalent that could be considered covered by the
broadest scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. Connector for attaching a control pedal for an elec-
trophonic instrument to a pedal board support, which
comprises at least one plate having at least one con-
nection hole to the control pedal and at least one
connection hole to the pedal board, characterised
in that the connection hole to the pedal board is an
elongate hole.

2. Connector according to claim 1, characterised in
that said plate is planar.

3. Connector according to either claim 1 or claim 2,
characterised in that it comprises two plates, each
plate having at least one connection hole to the con-
trol pedal and at least one elongate connection hole
to the pedal board.

4. Connector according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
characterised in that the connection hole to the
control pedal is an elongate hole.

5. Connector according to any one of claims 1 to 4,
characterised in that the plate comprises a region
for receiving a base of the pedal.

6. Connector according to claim 5, characterised in
that the plate comprises a window for viewing the
chart of pedal characteristics and instructions.

7. Connector according to any one of claims 1 to 6,
characterised in that it comprises two projecting
regions, each located at opposite ends of the con-
nector, each comprising an elongate hole of said
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type for connection to the pedal board.

8. Connector according to any one of claims 5 to 7,
characterised in that the region for receiving the
pedal is rectangular or square and has a connection
hole to the pedal at each corner of the four-cornered
region.

9. Use of a connector according to any one of claims
1 to 8 for attaching a control pedal for an electro-
phonic instrument to a pedal board support.

10. Use according to claim 9, characterised in that the
pedal board support comprises a board provided on
the upper face thereof with multiple parallel grooves,
the connector being attached to at least one of said
grooves.

11. Unit for fitting a control pedal for an electrophonic
instrument to a pedal board support, which compris-
es:

- a pedal board support, and
- at least one connector according to any one of
claims 1 to 8.

12. Unit according to claim 11, characterised in that
the pedal board support comprises a board provided
on the upper face thereof with multiple parallel
grooves for receiving a pedal attachment element.

13. Control pedal unit for an electrophonic instrument,
characterised in that it comprises:

- a pedal which comprises an outer casing hav-
ing a lower base, at least one hole for receiving
a screw for closing the casing being arranged
on said base.
- a connector according to any one of claims 1
to 8, the connection hole of the connector to the
control pedal corresponding to the hole for re-
ceiving said screw, such that when said hole for
receiving said screw and the connection hole to
the control pedal coincide, the elongate connec-
tion hole to the pedal board projects from the
body of the pedal.

14. Unit according to claim 13, characterised in that
the screw passes simultaneously through the hole
for receiving the screw and the connection hole to
the pedal, the support being attached to the pedal.

15. Unit according to either claim 13 or claim 14, char-
acterised in that the elongate hole is arranged par-
allel to the side of the pedal from which it projects.
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